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ABSTRACT

This report attempts to provide a systematic analysis of some types of
civil disturbances and a survey of related developmental materiel. The
major limitation of the analysis is its restriction to "ghetto"-type riots,
necessitated by limitations in time and available information. However,
the materiel items described are universal in application to various forms
of civil disturbances. The first part of the report analyzes such riots
by identifying common characteristics of a number of disturbances which
have occurred in the United States and describing the experiences of
various security forces in their control. The latter part of the report
serves as a catalog of materiel items, not already in the Army inventory,
which may be useful in providing a more flexible response to the special
requirements of riot control.
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This report has been prepared by the Research Analysis Branch, Special
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I NT RODUC 1- iON

In the spring of 1968, the USALWL held a "brain-storming" session among its
technical personnel concerning the problem of hardware development for riot
control situations. At that time little organized factual information was
available concerning the characteristics of civil disturbances and key prob-
lem areas associated with the maintenance of law and order. Consequently,
there were few objective criteria for evaluation of proposed concepts. Nev-
ertheless, a "catalog" of 86 suggested items was put together, along with a
crude ordering into general problem areas. This subsequently was published
by Office, (Chief of Research and Development, Department of the Army in Au-
gust 1968 u, der the title, "Catalog of Selected Items to Aid in Controlling
Civil Disturbances."

Immediately after this first effort, the USALWL set up . program to further
define the problem and to investigate both state-of-the-art equipment and new
concepts in order that the original "catalog" could be revised and made into a
more meaningful document. Three studies, each performed by a different re-
search group were established to meet the program objectives. These were:

a. Identification and definition of the basic problems and characteris-
tics associated with the prevention and control of civil disturbances. (Work
was done by Cultural Information Analysis Center (CINFAC) of the Center for
Research in Social Systems (CRESS) at the American University. This work is
reported in CRESS Sci Info Resp No. 2014, Jan 1969.)

b. Determination of state-of-the-art hardware systems and concepts pres-
ently available for application to riot control problems. (Work was done by
the Remote Area Conflict Information Center (RACIC), Battelle Memorial Insti-
tute. The results of this effort are published in RACIC Final Report R-2297,
Jan 1969.)

c. Investigation of new developments in technology to uncover promising
new concepts, devices, and techniques for civil disturbance application.
(Work was done by Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc. A report of this study
is currently in draft form.)

The work of the three research teams was reviewed at a coordination meeting
held at the USALWL in December 1968. In addition, the thoughts and comments
of selected personnel from the following interested organizations were solic-
ited at that time: Office of the Chief of Research and Development, US Army
Materiel Command, US Continental Amy Command, US Army CDC Military Police
Agency, US Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Institute
for Defense Analysis, American University, Battelle Memorial Institute, Booz-
Allen Applied Research, Inc., and the USALWL.

This report, which utilizes the results of the above three studies, provides
an updated study arid "catalog" of development materiel for use in civil dis-
turbances. It represents an attempt to provide a systematic analysis of prob-
lem areas and related inateriel items. the report does not consider any items
which are currently in the Army inventory. The limitations and deficiencies
of this new work are recognized. The major limitation of this study is its
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consideration only of the ghetto-type riot, this limitation Ieing imposed by
available time for study. However, the vmteriel items are .niversal in their
applications and may be applied to various forms of civil disturbances both
within CONUS and overseas. it is offered as an improvement over the original
"catalog," in addition to the study effort, and reflects the latest efforts of
the USALWL in the riot control problem area.

The report is organized as follows:

a. Part I, "Problem Description and Background Information," is essen-
tially a summary of the CINFAC/CRESS report previously referenced.

b. Part I1, "Operational Problems," is a defined list of problems which
security forces may be expected to encounter. The problems are expressed as
missions. One of the more difficult efforts of this task has been the con-
struction and definition of the list of missions since the mission statements
must be comprehensive enough to cover every aspect of civil disturbance and
yet definite enough to suggest specific materiel solutions.

c. Part III, "Catalog of Materiel," provides descriptions of development
equipment and indications of their applicability to specific problems and
their availability. A key element of this section is the chart which cross-
references the operationJA problems defined in Part Ii against specific solu-
tions, thereby serving as an index.

d. Part IV, "Appendices," includes a description of the Department of
the Army ENSURE program which provides a means For applicable CONUS Army sub-
ordinate commands and agencies to obtain the non-standardized materiel items
listed in this catalog. Normal procurement procedures should be employed to
obtain type-classified items already in the Army inventory and which are
thought to be useful in a riot control function.

v
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1

PA 'T I

PROBLEr DESCRIPTIO' I\OAND BACKGROUND INFORM\TIION

1. Introduction

There is no typical disorder in terms of intensity of violence and exten-
siveness of damaqes. In spite of the extreme disorders that occurred in
Harlem, Watts, Houjh, and letroit, the majority of civil disturbances are of
short duration, involve small numbers of participants, and result in few ar-
rests and little pro:,erty damage.

In the community context, the interactions of the following elements shape
the course and character of a civil disorder:

a. militants

b. potential rioters

c. the internal security forces

d. the general population of the community.

In developing a theory to account for the origin and character of hostile
outbursts, the fcllowing overlapping conditions must be considered in the
social situation:

a. Dissidents niust perceive that a crisis exists and must assign respon-
sibility for the crisis to an agency, group, or individual.

b. Associational groups accentuate cleavages within the larger community
by reinforcing through verbal interaction a hostile system of attitudes and
beliefs.

c. Many of the dissidents are motivated by a belief that the existing
institutional mechanisms are inadequate to solve their problems.

d. Potential rioters must be able to communicate and get in close con-
tact with one another.

e. There must exist an expectation that violence will be rewarded in
~ me manner.

f. There must be facilities for violence and the development among the
discontented of a quasi-political ideology that sanctions collective disorder
as a legitimate form of protest.
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2. Phases of Civil Disorder

The complex interaction among the various segments of society determines
the form that conflict will assume. Depending upon the values of the gener-
al community, the belief system of dissident groups, and the posture of con-
trol forces, discontent may be quiescent, assume the form of a riot, or de-
velop into a subversive underground movement.

Understanding the life-cycle of civil disturbances is a prerequisite for
the employment of effective countermeasures. Countenneasures which may be
fruitful at one phase of the Vife-cycle of civil disturbances may be counter-
productive at another. If improperly employed, they may have a "booster"
effect which contributes to an escalation in the level of violence. CINFAC
has categorized four such phases of civil disorder, as follows:

Pre-mobilization phase
Mobilization phase
Hostile outburst phase
Post-hostility phase

While no two civil disturbances are exactly alike, characteristics of the
dissident groups, weapon systems, and the riot control forces are distinctive
for each phase.

a. Pre-Mobilization Phase. This phase encompasses the period of time
when cleavages occur in society as a result of the growth of beliefs that
are hostile to the established order. Cleavages arising from hostile be-
liefs may have an embryonic period of a few years or several scores of years.
A distinguishing feature of this phase is the emergence of militant leaders
and of dissident groups.

Regardless of how they view riots, most blacks feel that the established
social system relegates them to an inferior status. inner city residents
display particular animosity toward the police, who are seen as the chief
enforcers of the unjust social conditions.

Because of the numerous variables involved, it is not possible to predict
in absolute terms the time, the form, and the magnitude of a civil disturbance.
However, law enforcement officers who understand the basis of human behavior
that leads to civil disturbance will recognize the following signs as indi-
cators of mounting ghetto tensions: a deterioration in police-community re-
lations, including the occurrence of tension-heightening incidents that in-
volve the police and neighborhood residents; rumors of a particularly threat-
ening form; increased signs of racial friction in the schools; a dramatic
rise in the crime level, including mysterious thefts of arms and ammunition;
an increase in the size and number of demagogic groups and individuals; the
appearance of handbills and other communication devices urging violence; a
more casual use of hostile slogans and phrases by residents of the neighbor-
hood; the appearance of a campaign of arson and personal threat that is de-
signed to intimidate white merchants; and incidents of sniping against police.
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M. MoiW 1 t i otiI Phas;e. The mob i Ilization phase is the period of time when
crowds form as a resu t of I preci pi tat rig i nci dent that sharpens and focuses
the hos til ity of the aqtgrieved popu at i on. This phase may last a few hours
or, even a few days. For analytical purposes it may be subdivided into the
fol lowing components:

(1 the precipitating event

(2) the transiiiissian of rui,,ors

(3) the crowd formation

(4) the "milling" of crowds.

Because of the growth of beliefs tnat are hostile to the established or-:
der, a segment of the black cohmmunity is susceptible to strong emotional
arousal and violent protesý Under these conditions an emotion-laden inci-
dent may serve as a stimulus to loweriog inhibitions and intensifying aggres-
sion. Studies of recent civil disorders indicate that the immediate precip-
itants have been emotionally based and evidently have not been related to
the basic social injustices. Although to the outsider these incidents may
seem to be minor, or even trivial, and may in the past have occurred in the
same community without evoking violence, symbolically they reflect deeply
shared grievances among segments of the ghetto residents.

For a riot to occur there must be crowds. For crowds to become aggressive
there must be communication about some event that heightens tension and fur-
nishes excuses for hostile behavior. Frequently, though not always, the in-
mediate cause of a riot is an inflammatory rumor.

A precipitating event leads to the convergence of numbers of people at
the scene of the event. They come for different reasons - curiosity, sym-
pathy, chance arrival at scene as they pass through, to exploit the situa-
tion, to pacify the crowd, etc.

In contrast with the situation in which a crowd spontaneously gathers after
an incident, a precipitating incident may occur in the midst of an already
gathered group of people. Under the proper conditions, a peaceful crowd can
erupt into violence or panic.

"Milling" is the term that frequently is used to describe the verbal
interactions chat occur within a crowd. It is the process of informal com-
munication during which individuals in a crowd learn that they share common
resentments and grievances. Through the milling process the crowd excites
itself more and more. The result is a spiral stimulation. One excited in-
dividual stimulates excitement in another who in turn stimulates a third,
who may in turn restimulate the first individual to an even higher pitch of
excitement. In this way, anger, resentment, hatred and revenge mount higner
and enter into more and more of the personalities of the combatants, con-
suming all their energies to the point of either exhaustion or destruction.
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Before deciding what action to take against a crowd, internal security
forces should first determine whether a crowd is potentially riotous. Crowds
regularly form in the ghetto in response to an exciting or unusual event.
Rough handling of a casual crowd by security forces can bring to the fore
submerged hostilities, transforming a passive crowd into a mob. Indicators
must therefore be establisht=u for determining the disposition of a crowd.
Some of the considerations might be: events leading to the formation of the
crowd; recent history of transmitted rumors; opinions, and sentiments; evi-
dence of hostile groups on the edge of the crowd scene; and capabilities of
agitated elements.

c. Hostile Outburst Phase. This is the period of time when grOUD.S of
individuals ýormiit serious breaches of peace, A major problem facing the
control forces during this phase is to distinguish between lawbreakers and
innocent people in the riot are~a. Virtually every major riot has its toll
of innocent people who are wounded and killed because of curiosity or
chance. The introduction of more advanced nonlethal weapons can provide riot
control forces with a greater flexibility of responses and, at the same time,
lead to a reduction in the toll of casualties.

Riots provide differ-ent kinds of ghetto dwellers with various opportu-
nities to pursue highly varied goals. The longer a riot persists, the eas-
ier it is for individuals to become participants and the more varied are the
goals pursued.

The initial stage cf crowd behavior evidences a rudimentary division of
labor. It involves an active core of participants and a rather passive group
of people who just stand around watching from the sid.lines. This is a crit-
ical time for the internal security forces. They must re-establish law and
order with a minimA] discomfort or injury to the passive members of the crowd.
If the riot control forces are unable to restore order, certain portions of
the passive audience will become active, as deviant behavior Lends to become
the norm.

Once various sections of the crowd develop a course of deviant action,
the second stage of violence is reached. The crowd begins to establish its
own definitions of right and wrong. From the viewpoint of the crowd that the
police antagonize or harass them, emerges the norm that it is right for them
to teach the police a lesson by burning city-owned automobiles and equipment,
From the viewpoint, that white merchants exploit the Negro, emerges the norm
that it is right for blacks to receive compensation fcr injustices by looting
the shops of businessmen. In this second stage of rioting, looting becomes
the primary gual, although racial dimensions persist. The more daring looters
ransack stores not only for their own profit but also for the benefit of the
more timid mnirbers of the crowd who still hang back on the sidelines.

If the control forces are still unable to restore order, bystanders are
swept along in a tide of "we feeling." This third and final stage is marked
by an establishment of new property rights. At this stage, looting attains
a degree of legitimacy among considerable numbers of the ghetto community.
Looting becomes a collective activity as strangers, families, and friendship
groups methodically work together. "Big ticket" items become the most socu It
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after prizes as participants openly cart away television sets, refrigerators,
and furniture.

Even at this ultimate stage people pursue varied goals and participate
at different levels. The activists focus their activities upon fighting tne
police, obstructing firemen, setting stores on fire, and even sniping. There
are others who help toenselves to merchandise in stores that already have been
broken into. Still others mill about the streets, jeering the police and
firemen. Finally, there are those who are just curious observers at the riot
scene or who are going about their daily work activities.

No matter how irrational and random collective violence appears, crowd
behavior is limited by in-group norms and by the agencies of social control.
Even when the agencies of social control break down and the rioters enjoy
temporary immunity from punishment, in-group norms set limits on the types
and form of violence. Violence is primarily directed against the police,
police equipment, and white-owned stores, which are the symbols of the rioters'
resentments and hostility. On the other hand, rioters usually have spared pri-
vate houses, churches, schools, libraries, post offices, and other public
buildings.

Studies of high-intensity riots in various cities indicate that only ten
to fifteen percent of the Negro community participated in or otherwise sup-
ported the disorders. Most ghetto residents disapprove of rioting as a fonln
of protest and think of looting, burning, and shooting as crimes.

d. Post-Hostile Outburst Phase. This phase begins when the control forces
have ended collective violence, Rioting has ceased at this time, but precau-
tionary measures are still in effect and court action is being initiated. This
phase may be subdivided into an immediate and a derived stage. The immediate
stage concerns the practical measures associated with the restoration of law
and order while the derived stage concerns a longer range perioo when measures
are taken to eliminate the conditions that lead to the eruption of violence.

3. Countermeasures

a. Pre-Mobilization Phase

(1) Social, Econemic, and Political

Preventing hostile outbursts will require a program of action that aIle-
viates the conditions of strain, dispels hostile beliefs, and reduces tne
facilities for viole:ice. Improving the quality, performance, and techniques
of police departments is an important part of such a program. In a democratic
society, however, force alone is not a Sufficient deterrent against violence.
A truly effective program will have to attack the basic social, political,
and economic ills that underlie the unrest.
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One conti buting factor to hostile outbursts is the belief that a crisis
exists because of the indifference of local government. Thus, the local gov-
ernment must make itself more responsive to the needs of inner city residents
through action programs in areas of housing, welfare, education, and employ-
ment. Most of the suggested programs reflect careful thinking, but improve-
ment is needed. Whatever the scope of the program, social scientists caution
against extravagant promises that can only result in a more acute sense of
deprivation.

Other factors that contribute to hostility are sources of strain that
aggravate the cleavages in the social situation. Certain black militant
organizations, for example, have accentuated the cleavages between deprived
ghettoites and the rest of the community through preaching hate, violence,
and separatism. If local civic groups receive widespread support and recog-
nition by the community, they may be in a better position to influence ag-
grieved ghettoites and, thereby; offer alternative courses of action to riots,

Hostile outbursts are not likely to occur unless most dissidents believe
that the existing institutional mechanisms are unresponsive to their problems.
Measures to enhance confidence in the existing institutional mechanisms
might include the establishment of complaint boards, distribution of appro-
priate literature, and sometimes provision of legal counsel, which explains
to the citizen his rights and obligations in business transactions as well
as the legal procedures of small claims courts.

The ability of people who have similar grievances to get rapidly in close
contact with each other is another condition for a riot. More recreational
facilities and full and part-time jobs would seem to be a partial antidote.

Also contributing to the likelihood of a hostile outburst is the expec-
tation that violence will be rewarded. With some justification, militants
have asserted that the recent rioting has served to illustrate dramatically
the needs and problems of the deprived ghettoites.

Finally, for a riot to occur there must be facilities for violence and
a diminution in the e,'fectiveness of the institutions of social control.
Authorities contend that a criminal subculture is flourishing in the ghettos
partly as a result of deficiencies in the police court, and penal systems.
Police chiefs are taking steps to improve the quality, techniques, and per-
formance of their departments. Legal experts stress the importance of modern
courtroom practices.

(2) Law Enforcement

Preventing civil disorders is preferable to suppressing them. In the
pre-mobilizatio;, phase, critical police functions include enforcing the law
each day in such a way that public confidence and respect is maintained and
developing plans to cope with emergencies such as civil disorders.
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The pol icemia in thi qh(etto is; the most visible siymbol of a society frail
which many Neqroe, are alienated. At the same time the need for policemen
is greater in the yhe tto than in other parts of the conmmuni ty because of the
9effectiveness of the other institutions of social control. City adminis-
trators and police chifs agret that new and creative approaches are re-
quired to earn the support of the ghetto colmmunity for effective law enforce-
lien t.

Several major riots and scores of minor ones have been precipitated by
police shooti 'gs. These incidents have occurred in attempts to apprehend
a fleeing subject or to subdue a recalcitrant individual. For many of these
situationt, .. he standard police ,eapons - the revolver anr nightstick - were
inappropri ate.

Some of the riots might never nave occurred if the police had had a wider
choice of weapons at their immediate disposal. Perhaps future disorders could
be averted by supplementing the standard police weapons with middle-range ones
that are humane and revocable in their effects. In addition to providing
police officers with added dimensions of force, middle-level weaponry mignt
also dampen the spiraling arms race occurring between the police and segments
of the ghetto communi ty.

(3) Planning

Conditions for civil disorder are present in virtually all cities. The
pre-mobilization period is the time when the authorities develop plans of
action to cope with emergencies such as civil disorders. Civil disturbance
plans must be flexible and applicable to both small incidents and major dis-
orders.

Good intelligence is necessary for effective planning and for assisting
in determining the nature and location of potential disorders. Many city
police departments assign trained personnel, operating overtly and covertly,
on a full-time basis of these duties. Official studies have cited three
critical areas in which there is a particular need for improving intelligence
operations. First, the police must identify militants, known troublemakers,
and other anti-social elements who would be quick to join in and aggravate a
potential disorder. Second, the police must identify and maintain communica-
tions with the dissident elements of the community. Third, the authorities
must maintain communications with the dependable segment of the ghetto
communi ty.

b. Mobi lization Phase

The character of crowd formation and behavior provides the basis for de-
veloping an effective set of principles for controlling agilated groups.
Earlier, the mobilization phase was subdivided into the fol lowing components:
(1) the precipitating event, (2) the transimission of rumors, (3) the crowd
formation, and (4) the "illinirg" of crowds. At times the hostile outburst
follows the precipitating event so rapidly that violence ;eerns to explode.
Usually, however, the period of mobilization continues from a few hours to a
"few days. WLring this crucial period, the agencies of social control must
reacN quickl) and decisively.
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Based on the nature of crowd behavior, the operational principles that
can be applied to control crowds as well as mobs can be summarized as follows.
Following the investigation of an incident, supervisory personnel must de--
ternine whether a threatening crowd will form and, if so, calculate its po-
tential size and danger. If a threatening crowd seems likely to form, ade-
quate numbers of security forces must be rapidly mobilized and suitably de-
ployed. The deployed forces must maintain a posture of self-confidence and
self-discipline, and must remain impartial to the issues and controversies
that agitate the crowd. The authorities must counteract the spread of hos-
tile rumors and subdue crowd aggressiveness. If a crowd must be dispersed
forcibly, forethought must be used in selecting routes of escape so that the
retreating crowd does not erupt in panic or pass through areas that are likely
to be the target of aggression. When the police disperse the crowd, they
should act in a methodical and determined manner but without excessive force.
As the crowd disperses, special arrest teams should be sent into action to
seize the leading agitators and ins;tigators° The control forces should follow
the dispersed groups at a discreet distance to ensure against their regrouping
at another location. Finally, authorities must not delay in requesting out-
side assistance if the situation deteriorates beyond the control of local
forces.

Crowds form regularly in the ghetto (as well as in other parts of the com-
munity) in response to an exciting or unusual event. Not all crowds are ag-
gressive and not all aggressive crowds erupt in violence. On the other hand,
given the proper stimuli, passive crowds can suddenly become aggressive.

Based on motivation, crowds may be categorized as casual, conventional,
or expressive, A casual crowd is a temporary collection of people who happen
to be present at a given location. It has no unity or organization. A con-
ventional crowd is one which assembles at a designated site for a preplanned
occasion such as a sporting event or parade. Expressive crowds are those in-
volved in expressive behavior, such as dancing or singing. Police have mis-
takenly confused expressive crowds with aggressive ones and caused riots to
result by forcibly dispersing them.

All crowds are susceptible to rioting and panic. Mobilized crowds form
under the stimuli of hostile beliefs. They may form spontaneously, such as
when people converge upon hearing rumors about an incident, or they may be
planned such as when people congregate at a demonstration or rally. Mobi-
lized crowds usually form to protect qeneral societal conditions or a spe-
cific instance of social injustice and they are prone to engage in uninstitu-
tionalized means of redress.

A conimon characteristic of all major riots is the rapid buildup of crowds.
A crowd may enlarge so rapidly that the police cannot respond quickly enough
to control the situation. In some instances where there is sufficient time,
authorities lose control by failing to take decisive action.

A major problem of security forces is the prediction of crowd mobilization.
Although police departments have greatly improved •heir ability to predict
hostile crowds, increasingly sophisticated approaches are necessary. Many
cities need to improve their intelligence techniques and emphasize the more
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effective ute of undercover uient,,. Aerial observations m0ay reveadl si(nif--
icant disruptions in the patterns of daily activity. Better use of statistical
data, such as resi Vtadice ti) arrest, tal ,1 ,tire alarms, and so forth, also might
contribute to the developim(nt of more effect ive prediction critoria.

If a threatening crowd appears likely to form, supervisory officials
must use the appropriate mobi Ii zation plan. An effective plan will specify
systematic procedures for the rapid notification, briefing, transportation,
and deployment of all personnel designated for riot control assignments.
Control forces must also he deployed in areas other than those near the scene
of crowd activity. If the control forces are able to react quickly arid with
sufficient force, they will be able to change the structure of the social
situation by reducing the facilities for violence.

It is believed the most effective initial approach to the control of a
threatening crowd is a show of force sufficient to convince them that the
control forces are capable of maintaining law and order and of dispersing the
mob with physical force if necessary. An impressive display of power probably
will induce the more timid members of the crowd to withdraw from the scene and
discourage others from joining the crowd.

The major proiulem tnat is associatcd with the show of force tactic is the
failure of the control forces to observe the cardinal rules of impartiality,
firmness, and self-discipline. Intemperate or irresolute behavior may trigger
a protesting crowd into a violent mob.

Control forces must counteract the spread of hostile rumors to aviod the
multiplication of crowd strength and must interrupt the milling process to
prevent heightened crowd cohesion and aggressiveness. Some of the tactics
suggested are: impressively displaying police forces, isolating affected
area; placing barriers along the inner and outer perimeters; altering the
psychological frame of reference of individual crowd members, such as using
means to reduce an individual's sense of unity and security in a crowd (coun-
teracting crowd cohesion from within by the use of counterrioters) employing
counterrioters as sources of information; offering crowd alternate courses of
action; using persuasion tactics, and employing photography to destroy anony-
mity and engender anxiety.

If personal appeals fail and the show of force fails to disperse crowds,
the only alternative may be forcible dispersal. Prior to any move to dis-
perse the crowd, appropriate areas of dispersal and routes to be used should
be selected. Rioters should be dispersed into the area in which they live
or into an open area. Security forces must insure that retreating crowds use
predesignated routes. In developing criteria for the applicability of spe-
cific devices, cons iderati on must be given to the need by emergency vehicles
of several access routes into and Out of the affected area and also to the
fact that crowds are susceptible to panic when they feel trapped.

The command to disperse arid the routes to be used should be clearly hIeard
by all members of the crowd. If the crowd refuses to obey the order, the
authorities minust act guickly .and decisively. Indecision in the use of force
encourages ii)re disorder and eventually reqouires the imposition of measures
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more harsh than those which would have sufficed in the beginning. However,
lack of suitable weaponry may be a factor that explains the indecision of
the authorities.

An effective way to destroy crowd action is through arrests. Arrests
for truly minor offenses should be avoided. Instead, the agitators and in-
stigators should be arrested by undercover agents. When and how to remove
the leaders is a crucial decision for the police commander to make. A log-
ical approach would seem to be the arrest of agitators after the non-lethal
weapons have been used to disorient the crowd members. Because arrest and
evidence procedures are complicated, law enforcement officers need new tech-
nological devices to simplify their tasks.

In some instances, the security forces have committed the error of not
pursuing the dispersed elements of the group. As a result, elements of the
crowd regrouped at other locations and regained a spirit of aggressiveness
and unity. Therefore, once a crowd has been dispersed, it must be kept moving
and eventually be fragmented.

Many serious riots have erupted because of the reluctance of officials to
request outside assistance, even when the size and anger of the crowd clearly
indicated that the city police department no longer had the manpower and
resources to control the situation. If serious disorders appear imminent,
at the earliest foment possible officials must alert the state police and
national guard, as well as other agencies that can provide assistance.

c. Hostile Outburst Phase

Many students of law enforcement contend that the primary strategy that
security forces should employ during a high-intensity riot is to blanket the
troubled area with security forces and to impose strictly enforced restric-
tions on movement and congregation. In addition, most of these proponents
would include the use of community groups or youth gangs.

Almost all large cities and towns have developed plans to cope with civil
disorders of varying intensities. Although it is impossible to anticipate
every contingency, these plans usually are prepared with painstaking thought
and detail. In these plans, procedures are specified for obtaining the assis-
tance of outside agencies as well as for mobilizing all required internal
resources. Nevertheless, recent experiences have indicated that no matter
how adequate plans may look on paper, they may not work effectively in prac-
tice. The major problem in the past, as today, has been coordination. Co-
ordination between agencies in the areas of operational planning, tactics,
and weapons, and the administration of justice is required to insure smooth
procedures to effectively combat civil disorder.

Effective command and control of operations require the clear designation
of authority throughout the chain of command. In an emergency that involves
several organizations, planning must clarify this command structure and spec-
ify the tasks and responsibilities of each agency.
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Adequate co0mur;1catiuns fdcilities between control and field headquarters,
and within and betueNn agencies, are essential for the coordination of riot-
control operations. Prior planning should insure that the control agencies
have special bands for emergencies and that the local police, fire department,
state troopers. and national guard have at least one common emergency fre-
quency. Units .itiu each agency should also have the capability of communi-
cating rapidly vwit•i their field headquarters, other agencies, and the command
post. In additI1. there 'mius• he facilities at control headquarters to keep
the public infformed about tne disturbance.

Virtually all major police departments recognize the importance of an in-
formation centr.tr or rumor center during an emergency to counter the rise of
tension inside and outside the riot area. This center can function not only
to calm the fear. of people regarding the welfare of relatives and friends
but also as a source of information for the intelligence-gathering units.

Traffic control has been a major problem during many riots. Primary
routes of access into and out of the troubled area should be specified to
alleviate the congestion within and around the area.

Most riot ccitroal plans take into account the need for medical aid sta-
tions locate1 !leakr ti.e tension zone to provide prompt treatment for injured
security fo-,es personnel and civilians.

Consideram'le improvement is needed in the equipment and supplies pro-
vided for the sccu:-it, forces. Since riot control vehicles are prime tar-
gets for rioters, it is necessary to :iake them less vulnerable to firebombs
and missiles. All sccurity forces, including the fire department, should
have some protective equipment, e.g., force shields, crash helmets, and
protective garmentc.

The missions of 'we security for-ces are the protection of life and prop-
erty and the apprc.nensioti of law violaters. However, numerous instances of
inappropriate tactics are recorded. There have been instances where hesi-
tation or und2raction by the security forces have actually encouraged deviant
behavior. Conversely, some authorities contend that riots have been sparked
by the excessive use of force.

The objectives of riot control forces depend in part on the extent of
development of the riot (i.e., phase of the riot). Nevertheless, qeneral
and overall objectives can be enumerated in terms of strategic and tactical
interests of the riot control forces.

(1) Strategic:

React rapidly to the threat (mobility)
Preserve order
Suppress riot
Contain riot
Limit destruction
Protect lives and property.
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(2) Tactical:

Deter rioters
Divert and reorient rioters
Disperse and isolate rioters
Arrest and apprehend rioters
Identify and detain rioters
Detect, locate, and neutralize snipers.

The emotional metamorphosis that both the dissidents and the general com-
munity undergo during an intense civil disorder requires that security forces
be thoroughly trained to develop self-discipline and teamwork.

Official reports recommend the development of new tactics as well as new
weapons. Experience has shown that the standard weapons and barriers of the
police and guard are inadeq~iate for combatting civil disturbances. Because
of the danger to innocent people that is associated with firearms and the
limited practicality of bayonet tacti'cs, most city leaders discourage
using these weapons during civil disturbances, except when the life of an
officer is threatened. As a result of these restrictions, displaying these
weapons does not have the deterrent effect on rioters that it once had. When
these are the only weapons that are available during a civil disturbance, riot-
control forces are in the frustrating position of having insufficient means to
apprehend law violaters. For this reason, officials recommend expanding the
arsenal of security force weapons to include various types of middle-level or
non-lethal weapons. These weapons can provide the officer in most riot situa-
tions with a suitable increment of force to achieve his lawful objectives.
The following general criteria have been offered for consideration in applying
any non-lethal system.*

(1) The method should itself allow for controlled increments of force
and risk or should be one of a group of weapons allowing for such increments.

(2) The device or technique should not endanger the police officer by
aggravating the risk to him or by requiring him to perform in some extreme
or heroic manner.

(3) The device should not be one which will embolden the criminal by
giving him the feeling that he always has a second chance or that the officer's
hands are tied.

(4) The device should not overburden the officer by requiring him either
to carry more or bulkier items than are feasible or by demanding choices
which are impractical in a crisis or under stress. Training can do much to
mitigate the problem of choice.

(5) The device or technique should not necessarily endanger or antago-
nize bystanders.

* Coates, Juseph F., iNonlethal Weapons for Use by the U.S. Law Enforcement
Officers, (S-271), Arlington, Virg-inia.: Insti-tu•te for Defense Aina--iy&a,
pp. 40-41. November 1967.
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(6) lhe device should not appear cruel or benedth human dignity, even if
it is non-damaging. This is a difficult criterion to interpret, since it de-
pends on both the weapon and effective community relations.

(7) The device and method should not be provocative if it is ineffectively
used.

(8) Effectiveness should not be lost after first use against an individual
or crowd, nor seriously mitigated by prior knowledge of training of those
against whom it is used.

(9) The device should be applicable to many situations if used routinely.
Unusual, but important, situations would justify special equipment.

(10) Derivative problems, such as health and safety of those against whom
the device is used, logistics of removal of victims, burdens on hospitals for
temporary treatment or observation, and clean-up of streets, should De taken
into consideration.

(11) The use of the device should not disrupt other police functions.

(12) The weapon should be sufficiently unpleasant so that it does not
provoke its own use.

(13) Techniques requiring very long training, special skills, arid certain
commitments are generally inappropriate.

(14) Control against unscrupulous use may be relevant to some weapons.

(15) Finally, costs for development and maintenance of the item must be
taken into consideration.

In a ghetto riot situation, the principal tactical problems are the iso-
lation of the riot area, protection of property, apprehension of riot leaders
and dispersion of rioters.

Isolation of the riot area serves not only to prevent the spread of vio-
lence but also to minimize the likelihood that white vigilante groups will
take the law into their hands.

During many disorders, environmental factors have caused difficulty for
riot-control forces who were trying to secure a troubled area. For example,
during the intense stages of the Watts riot, the pattern of small housing
units enabled rioters to use alleys, gardens, and driveways in moving from
street to street, tLereby dodging and eluding security forces.

A lack of suitable barricades also has hampered attempts to seal off tue
riot area. Experience indicates tnat it may De inadvisable to use police
cars as barricades, since nothing seems to excite rioters more than the sight
of a burning police car.
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In riot situations where no pilrsonal threat is posed against the life of
the officer, non-lethal weapons would seem to provide suitable increments of
force for the dispersal or the apprehension of law violaters. Because of the
strain imposed upon the court system, as well as other factors, it may be
desirable to be selective in arrests. Many authorities suggest that the secu-
rity forces focus their effort upon the apprehension of the instigators and
agitators of violence and upon other serious offenders of the law. A major
problem encountered by security forces, however, is finding a way to appre-
hend fleeing or resisting suspects while protecting the physical well-being
of the participants.

In spite of the fact that most cities had plans for the administration
of justice in the event of large-scale civil disorder, experience of recent
largE-scale disorders indicates that the established procedures were inade-
quate to cope with the problems of apprehending, transporting, detaining,
booking and trying prisoners, instead of concentrating the apprehension
effort on serious offenders of the law, the police frequently resorted to
the techniques of wholesale arrests to clear the streets. As a result of
the circumstances of quantity over quality of arrests, the police did not
have adequate resources for gathering enough evidence to prosecute success-
fully the hard-core offenders. Suitable facilities for the transportation
of prisoners to detention centers posed another major problem. Overcrowded
detention facilities caused prisoners to suffer serious abuses and depriva-
tions and caused officials acute embarrassment. Mass arrests also seriously
taxed the capabilities of the low court system. Fewer arrests and more sys-
tematic identification procedures could help reduce this confusion.

d. Post-Hostile Outburst Phase

As noted earlier, the post-hostile outburst phase may be divided into an
immediate and a derived stage. Whereas the immediate stage concerns the
short-range measures to re-establish normality, the derived stage encompasses
the long-range rehabilitative programs designed to restore the confidence of
aggrieved ghettoites in the established channels for social redress.

Building or re-establishing public confidence in the legal channels for
redress is critical in preventing further disorders. Insensitivity to common
grievances and beliefs will only increase animosity and reinforce distrust,
and thereby engender situations leading to new acts ci aggression.

The derived stage is the critical time when all ->I.rrients of the community,
public and private, must work to remove or alleviate the conditions conducive
to violence. Unfortunately, most post-riot studies do not reveal much that
would lead to a relaxation of tensions.
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PAki II

OPERATIONAL PROBLLMS

Security forces pl anning thei r materiel needs for civil dis turbances must
know exactly what problems they are likely to encounter. This part ,f the
report represents an attempt to analyze civil disturbances in operational
Lenus which suggest specific materiel solutions. In effect, it serves as
a guide to tLi use of Part III: "Catalog of Materiel."

The system employed in analyzing and presenting tWe information is as fol-
lows. The civil disturbance is categorized into four phases as discussed
in Part I:

Phase I - Pre-mobilization phase

Phase II - Mobilization phase

Phase III Hostile outburst phase

Phase IV - Post-hostility phase.

Each phase is further subdivided into four functional areas which will be
familiar to military users:

1. Administratio,

2. Intelligence

3. Combat Operations (General, Offensive, Defensive)

4. Logistics

The problems likely to be encountered by security forces are expressed as
"missions" listed under the appropriate functional areas. Each mission is
defined in terms of one or more operations required to perform the mission.
The operations are related to equipment needs by a list of specific actions
implied by the operations. An outline of the system used follows:

Phase (I through IV)

]. Functional Area (Administration, Intelligence, Combat Operations, and
Logistics)

a. Mission (problem)

(1) Meanings (operations,

(a) Specific Actions Required
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Although considerable effort was made to systematize this analysis of civil,
disturbances so that no important problem areas would be left out and their
statements represent truly different problems, it must be recognized that
the possibilities for applying scientific methods are strictly limited at
present. Consequently, both the problem statements and their definitions
reflect subjective judgments to a high..degree.

Phase I: Pre-Mobilization

1. AdcLii ni s trati on

a. Planning and Training of Security Forces

Meanings •

(1) Develop strategy and tactics of anticipated actions.

(2) Teach personnel tactical doctrine.

(3) Teach personnel equipment operation and maintenance.

(4) Coordinate plans of all security forces.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Provide training facilities and aid;.

(b) Establish communication nets.

(c) Establish inter-agency planning groups.

(d) Set up a cha-n of command for all forces.

(e) Jevelop a logistics systen.

b. Counteract Rumors and Instigators with Information

Meani n •s

(1) Publicly refute with truth.

(2) Inform people of consequences of extreme solutions.

(3) Advise people of dvailable (legal) me4qs for resolving problems.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Employ communications systems (puLlic address, public radio, TV,
etc.).

(b) Introduce undercover agents (address groups uf people).
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(c) Publish li.eraturo.

2. I ntel ,le .c...,

a. btai,; Intel ii ence or Grievances, Threats, and Other Exci ting Factors
(i.e., troublemal'ers).

teaninqs

(I) Determine potential but unvoiced p-oblems.

(2) Determine what people are discussing in the community.

3) Determine what people are complaining about in an organized way.

(4) Determine if there are individuals acting as cataiysts to mTob action.

(5) Determine if tihere are organizations which provide direction, re-
sources and channels for actions which can become unlewful.

(6) Determine what resources are available to potential rioters.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Use surveyors (observe conditions and interview people) to docu-
ment the situation.

(b) Inject undercover agents into the community to uncover secret plans

and identify key leaders and organizations.

(c) Provide means for maintaining secure communications with agents.

(d) Provide a means for identifying undercover agents.

3. Combat Operations

a. Neutralize and Arrest Inciters to Violence with Minimum Excitation
of Crowd.

Mean i ngs

(1) Physically take inciters off to jail.

(2) Maximize acceptance by crowd of security force actions.

(3) Peduce inciters influence on nmb.

Speci tic Actions Re uired

(a, Capture inciters.

(b) Transport inciters to detention center.
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(c) Communic(ate intentions and purpose of security force to crowd.

(d) Prevent inciters from communicating with crowd.

4. Loi.isis

SNone.,

Phase 1: Mobilization

1 Administration

None

2. Intelligence

a. Obtain Intelligence for Legal Prosecution,

Mean i ngs

(1) Identify the violater, his crime, and witnesses; and provide other

supporting evidence for legal prosecutior;

Specific Actions Required

(a) Physically mark people and material for later positive identifi-
cati on.

(b) Record evidence "at the scene" which provides a detailed descrip-
tion of events and people.

(c) Obtain information from agents at the scene of disturbance.

b. Crowd Classification and Activity Prediction

Meani ngs

(1) Determine reasons for congregating.

(2) Characterize total crowd and its elements with respect to probable
activi ties.

(3) Predict where crowd will form and reform.

(4) Predict dispersal routes.

Specific Actions Reej.ired

(a) Obtain infomnation from agents and others in troubled area.

(b) Use resources of rumor coitrol center to evaluate information.
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(c) Identify activists and composition of crowd.

(d) Conduct surveillance of troubled area.

3.1 Cnumat G,-.rations - General

a. Cornvand and Control of Security Force Operations

Mean incQs

(1) Alert and coordinate all security forces.

(2) Initiate planned operations (command posts and communication
nets).

(3) Formulate new operations.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Communicate commands, requests, and information.

(b) Direct movement of troops and equipment to troubled areas.

(c) Utilize control centers to maximize effectiveness of command and
control in reponse to changing situations.

(d) Coordinate efforts of all responsive forces (military, police,
firefighters).

(e) Monitor operations.

3.2 Combat Operations - Offensive

a. Control Crowd Behavior and Actions

Meaninýgs

(1) Calm and/or redirect crowd hostilities.

(2) Intimidate crowd.

(3) Apply force to destroy unity and mobility of crowd.

(4) Deny normally available services and supplies to crowd.

Sýecific Actions Required

(a) Communicate with crowd (oral, written, pictorial).

(b) Present a convincing show of force (manpower and weapons)

(c) Disperse crowd.
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(d) Isolate individuals and groups.

(e) Reorient crowd movement.

(f) Arrest crowd members and remove from area.

(g) Cut off utilities and supplies which support hostile activities.

(h) Pursue and prevent regrouping.

3.3 Combat Operations - Defensive

a. Protect Non-Participants.

Meanings

(1) Prevent violence against people who do not wish to take part in
unlawful actions.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Station guards to defend probable victims.

(b) Emplace barriers and shields

(c) Transport people away from troubled area.

(d) Provide community shelters.

b. Protect Property

Meaninqs

(1) Make preparations in anticipation of property damage.

(2) Provide markings to identify stolen property.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Provide shields to reduce susceptibility to damage.

(b) "Mark" property to discourage stealing and facilitate recovery.

(c) Install intrusion prevention equipment.

4. Logistics

a. Provide Emergency Board and Facilities for Troops

Meanings and Specific Actions Required

(1) Self-explanatory.
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Phase I_.: Hostile Outburst

1. Administration

a. None - No known administrative functions during this phase considered
unique to riot control

2. Intelligence

a. Rumor Control (Centers)

Meanings

(1) Channel rumors to collection center for analysis (to measure state
of riot and provide basis for tactics changes).

(2) Provide a means for channeling problems to proper action agency.

(3) Generate counteraction information.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Start your own rumors.

(b) Disseminate facts to information media.

(c) Publish literature.

(d) Orally address riotous groups.

(e) Provide means of communicating with sources of rumor.

(f) Provide means of communicating with action agencies.

b. Obtain Intelligence for Legal Prosecution

I-leanings and Specific Actions Required

(1) See Phase II: 2.a.

3.1 Combat Operations - General

a. Command and Control of Security Forces

Mean inS-

(1) Insure that actions of various forces are complementary.

(2) Insure that actions •re properly timed.

(3) Provide information on tactical activities to all concerned.
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_Specific Actions Required (See Phase II: 3.1.a)

(a) Employ communications net.

(b) Employ means for visual surveillance of action.

b. Enforce Restrictions on Movement and Congregation

Meanings

(1) Restrict vehicular movement into and out of troubled area.

(2) Keep travel routes from being blocked.

(3) Prevent rioters from spreading their activities.

(4) Keep the curious out of troubled area.

(5' Keep rotential riot supporters out of troubled area.

(6) Enforce curfew.

(7) Prevent formation of hostile group-.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Emplace physical barriers to obstruct and divert people and
vehicles.

(b) Set-up manned traffic control points.

(c) Set-up traffic-monitoring system.

(d) Provide a traffic signal system (lights, sound, police identifiers).

(e) Provide a means for identifying authorized people and vehicles.

(f) Provide a means for broadcasting travel restrictions to the
general public.

(g) Provide street-clearing equipment to move people and obstructions
from roads.

3.2 Combat Operations - Offensive

a. Inhibit, Disorganize, and Arrest Riotous Activities with Minimum

Necessary Force.

Meaninqs

(1) Apply various degrees of force to break up crowds.
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(2) Maintain controlled dispersion of fragmented crowd to prevent
regrouping.

(3) Limit or destroy mobility of crowd.

(4) Divert riotous groups from target.

(5) Arrest lawbreakers

Specific Actions Required

(a) Use offensive weapons to fragment and divert mob.

(b) Pursue groups to prevent regrouping.

(c) Use weapons which prevent free movement of people.

(d) Employ barricades (barbed wire, wooden fences).

(e) Use weapons and restraining devices to capture lawbreakers.

3.3 Combat Operations - Defensive

a. Protect Security Forces (passive)

Meanings

(I) Provide passive protection from mob aggression.

(2) Impair physical movement of crowd.

(3) Obscure the positions of security forces (smoke, camouflage).

Specific Actions Required

(a) Emplace barriers

(b) Employ body armor and shields.

,,c) Generate smoke screens.

(d) Introduce movement impeders (caltrops, slippery chemicals, etc.).

b. Protect Non-Participants

I-leanings and Specific Actions Required

(H) See Phase II: 3.3.a
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c. Protect Property

Meanings

(1) Prevent rioters from damaging property.

(2) Prevent rioters from stealing property.

(3) Prevent rioters from trespassing.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Bar entry into private property.

(b) Provide "shields" to reduce susceptibility to damage.

(c) Prevent access to area of proprety (i.e., business districts).

(d) Minimize fire and other forms of damage.

(e) Protect fire-fighting and damage control equipment.

4. Logistics

a. Quickly Saturate Troubled Area with Security Forces

Meanings

(1) Use ground and air vehicles to speed dispatch of forces.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Provide suitable vehicles for transporting forces.

b. Provide Medical Aid

Meanings

(1) Provide local first-aid stations.

(2) Include means for treating effects of non-conventional weapons.

(3) Provide convalescent facilities to supplement hospitals.

(4) Provide ambulance services.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Provide fixed and mobile first-aid shelters.
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(b) Equip medical stations with specialized drugs, etc., related to
the use of non-conventional weapons.

(c) Adapt existing buildings for use as convalescent centers.

(d) Provide vehicles equipped to transport the injured.

Phase IV: Post-Hostility

1. Administration

a. Provide Emergency Instructions to People of Troubled Area

Meanings

(l) Inform people of availability and procedures for obtaining emergency
supplies and assistance.

Specific Actions Required

(a) Widely publicize instructions by means of public radio, TV, printed
bulletins, and word-of-mouth.

2. Intelligence

a. None

3. Combat Operations

a. None

4. Logistics

a. Re-establish Public Services

Meanings

(1) Temporarily provide manpower and/or equipment to re-establish
utilities, transportation, shelter, clothing, operation of critical structures
(bridges), etc.

(2) Maintain law and order.

Specjfic Actions Required

(a) Provide suitable vehicles, electric generators, telephone complexes,
etc.

(b) Provide trained manpower to temporarily perform civil police func-
tions.
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b. Provide Emergency Food and Medical Care

Meani ns

(1) Continue medical system activated in Phase III.

(2) Brinj in and distribute food rations (may include "mess-hall" type
facilities).

Specific Actions Required

(a) Actions are clearly described by the Meanings above.
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CATALOG OF MAlI I I I LMS

Thi s part of the report de scri bes a Ia rge :iu mbe r of materi e 1i tems wh i chav
been proposed for use in civil disturbances. They are intended to be un que
in tone sense that t0ey respond to the special requirements of civil riot
control as contrasted with normal military combat operations. The catalog
includes items fron the original IJSALWL Catalog, the RACIC study and the
Booz-Allen Applied kesearch, Inc. investigation, all of which were de-scribed
in the Introduction.

The table preceding the catalog serves as both a key to its organization and
an index of its contents. In addition, it provides a means for identifying
at least some materiel solutions for the problem areas defined in Part II
of this report. The catalog items are grouped in accordance with the out-
line across the top of the table. The problem areas (missions) of Part II
are outlined at the left of the table. An example of its use is as follows:

Suppose one of the problems of the reader is to calm crowds, before
they become hostile, without the use or even a suggestion of the use
of force. He could find that this specific problem is covered by
problem area 3.2.a under Phase 11 at the left side of the table. Of
the possible solutions indicated in that row of the table, those items
listed under column C.1.2 (Support Equipment, Communications, Public
Address) may be of interest and will be found in section C.1.2 of the
catalog. The individual public address systems are identified as
items C.1.2.1 (Helmet-Mounted P. A. System), C.1.2.2 (Electronic
Megaphone), C.1.2.3 (Hand-Held Electronic Megaphone) and so forth.

Of course, the catalog can be used without reference to Problem Areas on
the left side of the table by simply using the column headings as a table
of contents.

The following information is provided, wnere available, for each of the items
in the cataloo:

1. Device Number: tnis is a number derived from the table column-
headings as discussed above.

2. Device Title: self-explanatory.

3. Problem Areas: these are code "numbers" which cross reference the
iLem to applicable problem areas outlined at the left of the table and in
Part 11 of the report. The same identifying codes are used throughout the
report.

4. Oescription: this includes

a. Identification of source (manufacurer or originator of idea) and
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model number.

b. Physical description and performance characteristics.

c. Possible modifications (variations of basic features) and options
(additions to basic equipment).

d. Cost of item: both development costs and purchase prices of items
are given where possible and appropriate. For those items which are being
sold commercially, the manufacturer's quoted price is given. Otherwise,
the cost has been estimated by people technically fdamiliar with similar
equ i pmen t.

5. Status: A number code is used to indicate the state of availability.
The number 1 (one) identifies those items which have been fully developed
and are available either "off-the-shelf" or by immediate production. The
number 2 (two) identifies developmental items; that is, those which have
been shown to be technically feasible, but which have not yet been produced
in a form for user application. For planning purposes, it may be estimated
that such items cani be fully developed in a period ranging from three months
to one year. The final code, number 3 (three) identifies both those items
which are presently being researched and those which exist only as promising
concepts. Although all of the category 3 items are judged to be within the
"state-of-the-art" of the technologies involved, none should be expected
to reach full development in less than six months, and some may require as
long as two or three years.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK-NOT FIIJED.

I. LEVICL itUý,bEP,: A. I.]

2. DEVICE TITLE: Handguns

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, IiI-3.1.b, III--3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTIO: There are a number of commercially available handguns
suitable for use as anti-riot weapons. These include the standard
revolvers, automatic pistols, single-shot dart projectile guns, and the
less conventional modified versions of these and/or their projectiles.
Table A.1.1 contains a listing of proposed and currently available hand-
guns and projectiles.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.l.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Long-Barreled Small Arms

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, TII-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Included under this caterory are both conr:eptuai and
commercially available long-barreled small arms (rifles, carbine- , and
sub-machines) and projectiles. A listing of these is Drele,;ted in the
following Table.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: A.I.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Shotguns

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Standard commercially available shotquns; specialized shot-
guns designed for particular types of applications concepts for specialized
anti-riot shotquns and both standa-d and proposed ammunitions are included
here. Table A.l.3 contains a listing of these devices.

FOR OFFICIAL ITSE ONLY
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1. 5,[VIC[ NIUMBER: A•.1.4

2. iEVICL TITLE: :\rtillerv

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II 3.2.a. Ill 3.l.h, II1-3.2.a

4. :J[SCRIPTInN: PJevices included under artillery are larqe caliher delivery
mechanisms such as mortars and rocket launchers and also specially desiqned
projectiles. These are listed in Table P.1.4.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.i.

2. DEVICE TIILE: Miscellaneous tffe,;ivo, I)evi ces

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, !II-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: This concept is a low-energy, area-fire counterriot weapon

that propels small pellets at a low velocity throughout the general area

encompassed by the mob. It would be a multiple-barrel system with each

barrel pointed at a slightly different angle. It could be either a handgun,

tripod-mounted or vehicle-mnunted and could be designed as a semi-auto-

matic weapon system with automatic loading of each barrel. It could be

designed for either ripple firing or for simultaneous firing of all barrels.

Such a system could be used to launch capsulized incapacitating agents.

A prototype model of either the handgun or the vehicle-mounte2d weapon could

be fabricated in-house within eight months at a cost of approximately $10,000.
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I. OLVICE NUMBER: A.2.l

2. DEVICE TITLE: Chemical Agents - Physiological

3. PROBLEt AREA CODES: I1-3.2.a, III-3.I.b, 111-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION- This category includes chemical agents which produce

physiological effects, and devices for dispersing the agents. Table A.2.1

1 >ts some of the commercially available physiological chemical agents and

also some proposed new and/or improved agents.

FOR OF'FICIAL. USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.2.1.1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Chemical Grenades

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Included in this category are commercially availabl- and
conceptual chemical grenades designed for dispensing agents which produce a
physiological effect. In addition, a new agent container material is sug-
gested. These are presented in Table A.2.1.1.

FOR OFFICIAL ULSE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.2,1.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Chemical Sprays and Foggers

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, II-.3.3.b, 111-3.1.b, IiI--3.2.a, III-3.3.c

4. DESCRIPTION: Included here are various existing and proposed devices
and techniques for dispensing chemical agents as fogs or liquid sprays.
Suggestions for additional agents are also included. These are tabulated
in Table A.2.1.2.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.2.1.3

2. DEVICE TITLL: Liquid Chemical Dispenser

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES, JI-3,2.a, III-3.1.b, IiI[,3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: At present, the U. S. Army u•,ilizes a back-,pack firme-
thrower device (XM33) which dispenses dry CS for short dista',ces. Disadvan,-
tages of this system lie in the facts ttrat a dry agent is greatly subjecL 0
win'd effects and is quite limited in range.

The proposed system would be siMildr to these flame-thrower type devices
except that it would dispense a liquid that contains a non-lethal chemical
agent, It would be a man-portable, pressurized., liquid dispenser capatle
of dispensing liquid up to a distance of approximately 120 feet, The dis-
tance of projecting a liquid stream would be controllable for the applica-
tion at hand. Provision should be made for remote-control operation when
mounted on d police van which is used to transport detainees, or on other
types of inciosures. This would provide a means of controlling those within
the van. In addition, the device might be mounted on helicopters for over-
head control of crowds. A marking agent could be added to the basic liquid
to provide a method for identifying rioters.

5. COST: $7,500 for development; $150/item

6. STATUS: 2

FOR OFFICIAL UJSE ONLY
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1. D•VICE NUMBER: A.".2.21

2. DEVICE TITLE: Smoke Grena•jes

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.l.h, III-3.2.a

4. DISCUSSION: This category includes commercially available and conceptual
chemical grenades for dispensing smoke-producing agents for obscuration our--
poses. In addition, a new agent container rnaterial is suqgested. These are
presented in Table t.2.2.1.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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DEVICE NUMBER: A.2.2.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Smoke Generator

3. PROBLEM ARLA COD-S: II-3.2.a, 1II-3.1.b, 1ii-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Non-toxic, non-irritating and non-corrosive smokes midy
be required under certain conditions of riot control. There are several
ways to dissemindte imuke depending on the restrictions and requirements
of the problem. Sowe examples of recent developments of means for generatinj
non-toxic, non-irritating and non-corrosive smoke are described in Table
A.2.2.2. However, the most promising smoke generator agents at present are
oil smokes.

5. MODIFICATIONS: Experimental formulation of air-reactive colored
smokes and chemiluminescent smokes employing metal-organic compounds are
currently being investigated by Ethyl Corporation, USALWL, USNAD-Crane and
Picatiiny Arsenal, among others. Smoke of this type is still in the
developmental stage. Innocous smokes are required for use in civil dis-
turbances. Additional modification by creating colored smokes with inorganic
and organic dyes may be appropriate and pertinent to riot control. Recent
studies indicate that titanium tetrachloride (TiCl 4 ) has promise as a smoke
agent when colored with appropriate dyes such as chromyl chloride and vanadyl
chloride. The resulting smoke has the advantage of producing less toxic smoke
than agents which give H2SO4 as a product, such as the S02, Oleum, and
chlorosulfuric acid smokes. Other applicable materials include air-reactive
white phosphorus colored by a 30/70 mixture of methylene iodide to produce a
violet smoke. Such a smoke is toxic, however, and development work is needed
to produce an appropriate color for phosphorus smoke.

6. COST: $80,000 for development; $6.00/item.

FORK OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.2.3

2. DLVICE TITLE: In wobilizing Agents

. PRUO EM AREAS: II-3.2.a, 1il-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: There exist several basic techniques designed to imnrjbilize
individuals. Some of these employ agents which decrease friction between the
shoe and the ground surface so that it is impossible for an individual to
walk; others, such as foams, actually impede mobility; and a third would im-
mobilize an unruly person if the agent were sprayed on his clothing. The
characteristics vary and can be tailored ior the environmental conditions
prevailing at time of use. In addition, the agent must be easily removable
and 'leave no harmful residues, These basic approaches are described in
'Table A.2.3.

5. MODIFICATIONS ANI) OPTIONS:

a. Incapacitating Agents

b. Marking AGents

c. Obscuration

FOR OFFICIAL )SE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Water Cannon

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, 111-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Water cannons are now extensively used. The USALWL has
investigated the feasibility of their use against structures on-shore in
Vietnam. French and Japanese police have also used high-pressure streams of
water to disorganize mobs, and the Germans in World War II had developed
water cannons.

A proposed system would consist of a truck- or trailer-mounted high-pressure
water pump with driving motor (electrical or internal combustion), high-
pressure hoses, and nozzles for use with Army water trucks. The device may
be used against both people and inanimate objects, and therefore provision
must be made for variable water pressure or assorted nozzles. A very high
pressure, which would be lethal when used against people, is necessary for
destruction of building walls or to get at a sniper. The purpose is to
provide economical capability and to avoid association with fire departments.

5. OPTIONS: Marking agents may be added to the water.

6. COST: Some units, estimated $10,000. Feasibility demonstration of
smaller version strapped on a standard Army caisson-type water tank unit,
$20,000, with the unit cost being $300/unit; a very high-pressure wood or
metal-cutting type would be approximately $10,000 for a demonstration model
and a maximum of $5,000 for an operational device.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY



I. DEVICE NUMBER: A.4

2. DEVICE TITLE: Sound-Producing Devices

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-3.2.a, II-3.2.a, 111-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Sound can be utilized to produce certain effects by
various techniques, e.g., high intensity at various frequencies. The
French have experimented with very low-frequency, very high-intensity
sound. Discomfort, disorientation, and other physiological effects may
occur with use of these intense sound fields. Table A.4 lists three
representative devices of this type.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.5

2. DEVICE TITLE: Heat Production

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: The ipplication of heat to create extreme discomfort is
a relatively untrieu approach in riot control. Although various heat
producing devices are possible, a flameless heat gun is suggested here as
a promising device for effecting control through heat while at the same time
avoiding the undesirable signature of flame.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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71
1 . DEVICE NUMBER: A.6

2. DEVICE TITLE: High-Intensity Light Sources

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Light sources or techniques to impair the vision of
rioters which have been proposed are listed in Table A S.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBEP: A.7

2. DEVICE TITLE: Insects

3. PROBLEM AREAS: II3.2.a, III-3.1.b III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: The release of obnc2:ious insects to cause discomfort to a
mob has not been utilized or developed to date. In order to be operationallv
effective, it appears that the crowd should be treated': with some sort of
bait or attraction agent. iOevelopment of such a techninue may require

only proper choice of bait and insect species.

5. STATUS: 3
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: A.8

2. DEVICE TITLE: Electrical Shocking Devices

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3o2.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: The basic principle of t`ese devices is the production
of an electrical potential capable of inducing a non-lethal reaction in a
rioter, thus causing him to withdraw from his position. The electrical
charge should be sufficient to produce this temporary effe,_t, but insufficient
to produce lasting or lethal effects. Several such devices are listed ir
Table A.8.

FOR OFFICIAL USE- ONLY
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1I. DEVICE 1'U,i1BEIR: A.9

2. DEVICE TITLE: t liscellaneous Items for Civil Disturbance Control

3. PROBLEF APEA CODES: II-3.2.a, III-3.1.b, III..3.?.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A series of mechanical and physical devices which have heen
or could be developed to aid in riot control are liste in Table A.9.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: B.1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Mechanical Barriers

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2.a, II-3.3.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a, III-3.3.a,
Iii-3.3-b, III-3.3.c.

4. DESCRIPTION: There are several types of mechanical barriers useful in
controlling movement of a crowd, blocking off areas, or providing protection
to display windows. Table B.1 lists a number of proposed items.

5. OPTIONS: Metal barriers to protect store display windows may be charged
electrical ly.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: B.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Shieldirn Materials

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: TI-3.J.0, III-3.3.c

4. DESCRIPTION: Shielding devices can be made up of various materials,
each with its own protective effectiveness and operational advantages and
disadvantages. Various types which have been proposed for riot control
applications are listed in Table B.2.

FOR OFFICIAL. tTSE ONLY'
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1 1. DEVICE NUMBER: B.3

~. UL ViJL I. I IL.

2. iOL-'UL TTLE Individual Protective Devices

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: III-3.3.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A variety of protective devices for individual use can
be developed provided thr threat is well-defined. The items presented in
Table B.3 are based on th,• best current estimate of the threat. In addition
to the listed items, a wide variety of standard Army equipments are available.

F'OR OFFICIAL U7SE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: 8.4.1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Explosive Powered Property Repair Kit

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.3.b, iII-3.3.c

4. DESCRIPTION: There is a need for a orill which, once it is placed in
position, is permanently fixed in place by an explosive charge. The basic
feature provided by this item is the rapidity with which barriers may be
attached to store fronts or other appropriate openings.

The purpose of this item is to protect property from looters. Using car-
tridge fired fastener and expanded metal, a ready method of rapidly em-
placing protective grills over broken store windows and doors is available.
Although not preventing initial looting of window displays, grills thus
installed might appreciably reduce loss from second-wave looters and
"scavengers."

5. ESTIMATED COST:

a. Cal. 0.22 Power 'ools - $109-$148
b. Cartridge-fired Pins - $11/box of 100
c. Metal Mesh - $184 per linear foot of grill 10 feet high

6. STATUS: 1 - Commercially Available

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY



1. DEVICE NUMBER: B.4.2

2. DEVICE T!TLE: Compact Fire Extinguisher

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3,3.h. 1II-3.3.c

4. DESCRIPTION: Small hand-thrown fire extinguisher for retarding or
extinguishing a fire in its initial stages prior to the arrival of pro-
fessional firefighters and equipment. Device to be effective over an
area equivalent to that produced by a Aolotov Cocktail. It could be
approximately the size and weight of grenades in general and would be con-
structed in such a way that it can be carried without interference to an
individual's performance of his primary duties and with due attention to
safety factors.

5. STATUS: 3 A search for prcmisinq chemical aqents for such a device
is being conducted under contract for USALWL.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NLIMBER: C.I 1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Commiurications, Radio

3. PROBLEM AREA COUES: 1-2.a, l1-2.a, 11-2.b, Ii-3.1.a. il-2.a, II-2.a,
llI-3.1.a, III-3.1 ob

4. DESCRIPTION: An extremely wide variety of military and commercial
equipment is available to cover most radio communications needs. Further-
more, the engineering technology is so highly advanced that a majority of
special requirements car be satisfied without extensive research and develop-
ment. Consequently, no attempt will be made to catalog more than a few
typical examples of the nundreds of available devices.

Table C.1.1, following, is a representative listing of radio communications
devices which have been suggested for riot control applications. This list
indicates the variety of forms in which such equipment can be produced.
Items 1 and 2 of the table are examples of miniature transmitters for use
in intelligence gathering. They can be carried unobtrusively by undercover
agents or can be used for "bugging." Applicable problem area codes are
I-2.a, II-2.a, II-2.b, and iII-2.b.

Items 3 and 4 of the table are sensitive receivers which provide a means for
alerting or paging specific individuals. They may or may not include a
capability for receiving voice messages. These would be applicable in
problem area I-2.a, II-3.1.a.

Item 5 is a code transmitter for sending simple code messag..s and for iden-
tifying the carrier. It may have application in problem areas I-2.a, II-
2.a, II-2.b, and III-3.1.b.

Items 6 through 10 are a few of the many "handy-talkie" type 2-way radio
sets for communications among feAt forces and between such forces and higher
levels of command. Their small so-ize imposes definite limits on transmitting
power and, consequently, range of communications. However, these limita-
tions can be overcome by use of the automatic relay devices, items 14 and
15 of the table. The several existing military sets of this type have not
been listed. Applicable problem areas are II-3.i.a and III-3.1.a.

Items 11, 12, and 13 are mobile sets for vehicular or fixed station use.
The variety of sets available as standard military items or commercial
units is very large. Within the size limitations imposed by the vehicular
carrier, almost any desired characteristic can be provided in such equip-
ment. Problem areas in which these radios are applicable are II-3.1.a,
III-2.a, and III-3.l.a

The remaining items in the table are suggested modifications, adaptations
and additions for improving or extending the capabilities of radio com-
munications systems. Their applications are described in the table.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.1.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Communications, Public Address System

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-l.b, 1-3.a, II-3.1.a, II-3.2.a, III-2.a,
111-3.1.a, I1i-3.1.b, IV-i.a.

4. DESCRIPTION: Public address systems are useful in riot control for
coninand of security forces and in crowd control. Because of the noisy
environments in which they must operate, public address systems for this
application should be designed to provide high power and should employ
microphones able to discriminate against background noise. There are a
number of public address systems available as standard Army items which
could be employed in riot control.

Table C.1.2, following, lists several systems which have been suggested.
The items are listed in order of increasing size. In addition, those
modifications, listed in Table C.1.1 as items 16 and 17 could be useful
to improve performance under special conditions.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.1.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Printing Devices

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-l.b, II-3.2.a, III-2.a, IV-I.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A number of portable devices are available for originating
and duplicating printed communications. Delivered to the scene of a riot,
such items could be used to produce current and useful information as an
emergency alternative to newspapers, radio, and TV. Impurtant information
(such as curfew restrictions; food dispensary locations; first aid stations;
penalties for looting, burning, insurrection; names and locations of per-
sons detained; and facts to dispel rumors) could be rapidly produced for
wide display as semi-permanent references.

Examples of potentially useful devices are the following which have been
proposed:

a. Portable Printing Press - This is a small lithographic-type, hand-
operated roll-press which is being explored at the USALWL for military applica-
tions. The press is capable of producing copies from drawn, handwritten,
or typed information. Expected production unit cost is $100 to $300.

STATUS: 1 - Prototypes are now available.

b. Non-Mechanical Duplicator - The duplicator is a simple, lightweight
device containing a master mat (a plastic impregnated with ink). It is
prepared for printing by simply drawing or etching on the mat with a stylus
(an ordinary pencil serves this purpose). Blank paper is then placed in
intimate contact with the mat by use of a hand roller and the image is
made. A version of this duplicating device, developed at the USALWL, is
capable of making 50,000 copies from the mat before the ink supply is
exhausted. Unit cost is estimated at $100.

STATUS: 2 - Time to attain operational status is approximately three months.

In addition to the above items, there are a number of photoprocessing and
electrostatic duplicating devices commercially available. With some excep-
tions, these tend to be rather complex, heavy, demanding of frequent pre-
ventive maintenance, and costly. All of them require large amounts of
electrical power.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.l.4.l

2. DEVICE TITLE: Optical-Type Conii•;iunications Devices

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-l.b, I-2.a, II-2.a, II-3.1.a, II-3.2.a, III-
2.a, III-3.1.a, III-3.1.b

4. DESCRIPTION:

a. C.l.4.1.1- Multicolored Flashlights

Ordinary flashlights incorporating a pinwheel of colors or several different
colored bulbs selectable by an external switch may be useful for signalling
and identifications. An appropriate color code, changeable on a daily basis
would be required. Such a device should not cost more than $10 per unit.

STATUS: 1

b. C.i.4.1.2 - Infrared Communications Equipment

Infrared equipment provides a secure means of line-of-sight communications.
The equipment could be used for simple signalling or could be voice mod-
ulated for verbal messages. Both incandescent and laser signal sources
are available. Various photodetectors are available for use as receivers.
Depending upon the degree of sophistication desired, cost per transceiver
can be expected to range from several hundred to several thousand dollars.

STATUS: 2

c. C.1.4.1.3 - Traffic Control Signalling System

Signal paddles and an apron consisting of electroluminescent "tapelights"
enable a traffic control officer and his signals to be clearly visible at
long distances at night. A paddle consists of a conventional two-cell
flashlight case at the end of which is affixed a 2" x 12" rigid electro-
luminescent tapelight. The apron is designed to contain tapelights in a "J:'
configuration. The traffic control officer is visible as a result of the
apron. Twenty evaluation models could be provided for approximately
$5,000.

STATUS: 2 - Available in about 3 nonths.
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: C.1.4.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Ultrasonic Receiver & Transmitter

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: 1-2.a, II-2.b, II-3.!.a, III-2.a, III-3.1.a,
111-3.1 .b

4. DESCRIPTION: The Ultrasonic Receiver and Transmitter is a signalling
system consisting of separate hand-held receivers and transmitters, each
of which is 6' x 2-3/8" x 1-5/8'' and weighs approximately 1 pound. Infor-
mation is transmitted as continuous wave siqnals at frequencies just above
the audible range. Transmission is controlled by a pushbutton and is
therefore limited to simple coded messages. The receiver converts the
ultrasonic signal to an audible one which is heard by use of an earphone.

This system provides a means for silent signalling to distances of about
200 meters. It is directional, but not sharply so. The device is useful
for command and control and identification purposes. Estimated cost per
set is $800 in small quantities.

5. STATUS: 1
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I. I)EVICE rNUM.IBER: C.1.4.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Prepared Public Infortmation Tapes

3. PPOBLEM AREA CODES: I-l.b, II-3.1.a, II-3.2.a, III-2.a, III-3.1.a,

4 . ZDES C PI P T I( iJ: T h i s i s a c o n c e p t f o r t h e p r e p a r a t ion o f a u d i o a n d v i d e o
tapes incorporating public information and instructions for futurp use
during riots, if required. Pre-recorded tapes would be distributed to and
stored by local radio and television stations and broadcast on pre-arranged
signal. Total costs for putting this idea into operation in an area has
been estimated to be $50,000.

5. STATUS: 1 - Although this exists only as a concept, no materiel devlop-
ment is involved.
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: C.1.4.4

2. DEVICE TITLE: Portable Computer Terminals

3. PROBLEM AREAS: 11-3.1.a, III-2.a, III-3.l.a, III-3.1b

4. DESCRIPTION: Portable computer terminals, which may be located at
command posts and control centers, would accept manual and magnetic or
punched-card input; data output would be in the form of hard copy (printed
sheet or tape). They would be used with a central, time-sharing computer.

It has been estimated that a pilot system consisting of a leased central
computer and about six portable terminal units would cost $300,000 for
a six-month demonstration.

5. STATUS: 2 - All components are available; however, systems engineer-
ing and extensive software are required. The pilot installation will
require several months to reach operational status.
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1. 0EVICE c ;UN1B[R" Ci .4.5

2. 2EVICE. TITL[: Il nf'rqncy all Systom for luss

3. PROBLEM AREAS: II-3.1.a, III 2.a, III.3.1.a, III-3.1.h

4. DESCRIPTIJON: An acoust'ic (ultrasonic) or electromagnetic (radio,
optical) emitter could be installed on passenger busses to be turned on
by the driver when he wanted to summon help. The signal, which could
be encoded to identify the bus, would be detected by appropriate sensor
devices located in police call boxes. fire alarm boxes, traffic controks,
or street lights and would be decoded and recognized by a central siqnal
processor. This, in turn, would automatically alert the bus company and/
or police.

This system could he used together with a patrol vehicle iocator systew
that would use the same emitters and sensors. No cost estimate is avail-
able.

D. ,TATIJS 2
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.l.4.6

2. DEVICE TITLE: Interfacr SviLchboard

3 . P R O B L E M A R E A S : I !i. - 2 . a , I I I - 3 . l . a , I I I - 3 .1 . b

4. DESCRIPTION: This is a concept for the use of an interface telephone
switchboard to prevent jamming of police communications networks during
riots. The interface switchboard would handle incoming calls to police
headquarters and would routp them on to an internal 3econdary switchboard
or perform in parallel with t'e second switchboard.

Cost for feasibility testing h:'s been estimated to be $10,000.

5. STATUS: 2 - Required equipment is available, but test of the concept
is necessary. It will take approximately two months to attain operational
status.
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I. DLVICL NUIMBLR: C.2.

, L. LV I Cl(' I I L L ,urvei 11 ance Lqui pment

3. i)LSCKIPT ION: Survei llance equipment includes those devices which per-
form a searcih function or which enhance existing search capabilities. Thoy
Kerve to exteno the perfornance of human senses (primnarily sight) by per-

Iini ting serirch of areas obscured by darkness and other obstructions arid by
providing a n*ans for recording information of the same type for subsequent
anelysis.

Table C.2.1 lists a few of the available surveillance devices. A wide vari-
et4y , additional radar and optical systems have been arid are being developed
i'y US military agencies. They should be investigated for riot control sur-
veil lance.

in addition to standard surveillance systems, several special devices are
in various states of research and development. ihese include an explosives
detection technique being researched by lIT Research Institute for the
Federal [Aviation Agency. It is based upon the use of "control potential
olfactometry" to measure very low level concentrations of glycol dinitrate,
the most volatile constitue,. of nitroglycerine. Other methods for explo-
sives detection are being explored at the U. S. Arny Limited War Laboratory.
These include systems based upon the use of mass spectrometry, optical
absorption spectromen-try and various chemical analyses. These items have
not been listed in the Table.

Various types of illumination techniques to improve optical surveillance are
listed in Table C.2.1 as items 10 through 12. These are mierely iepresentd-
tive of trie mainy, illuminators available from both commercial and military
sources. An interesting valiation of item II, IR illuminators, is the
conversion of vehicle headlights to infrared. This has been done in
lilitary combat vehicles. It permits night driving with reduced detect--
ability; nowever, it requires the use of image converter "goggles" by the
vehicle operator.
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: C.2.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Detection of Intruders

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: 1II-3.l.b

4. DESCRIPTION: Intrusion detection devices are a class of surveillance
and detection equipmient distinguished by the fact that they are not employed
in search operations. Typically, intrusion detectors are statically emplaced
to form a sensory barrier to the entrance of people or vehicles into re-
stricted areas.

Intrusion detection has been the subject of considerable research and
development in the last few years. A wide range of techniques have been
explored. Those which appear applicable include acoustic, ultrasonic, micro-
wave, and optical sensory techniques. Table C.2.2 lists those of the many
intrusion detection devices which have been proposed for riot control appli-
cations.

A useful supplementary device for use with remote intrusion detectors is a
miniature radio transmitter which can be incorporated into the detector
package. This will eliminate a number of difficulties associated with tne
use of wire lines. However, in order to permit detector identification in
a multisensor installation, coded radio signals must be used. A transmitter
of this type should add little to the detector system cost.

Another potentially useful proposal for the employment of intrusion sensors
is a concept for an "Automatic Alarm System" whereby the detector is con-
nected to a telephone through an automatic dialing device. Sensing of an
intruder would activate the telephone, cause a pre-programmed number to be
dialed, and transmit an appropriate message. Such a system is under con-
sideration. It has been estimated that an operational system can be developed
in about 6 months at a cost of $60,000.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.2.2.7

2. DEVICE TITLE: Patrol-Car Locator Techniques

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: 11-3.1.a, III-3.1.a, III-3.1.b

4. DESCRIPTION: Several techniques have been suggested for patrol car
location in order to reduce response time, permit dynamic deployment of
forces, and provide for better administrative control. These include:
(a) Patrol-car emitters and call-box sensors - Each car would carry a
visual, acoustic, or electromagnetic emitter that could be detected by
sensing devices located in call boxes, fire alarms, traffir controls, or
street lighting locations. The emitter signal would be coded to identify
the patrol car. The presence of the patrol cars would be detected by
the sensors and the location would be telemetered automatically over the
existing call-box telephone lines to a computer-controlled display board
in the dispatching center; (b) Modified radar transponder system - A
radar beacon system is being developed by the Hazeltine Corporation. to
provide graphic indi-cation of police-car locations in the field, so that
rapid and precise response is possible in emergencies. The system used
for ground vehicle tracking is similar to that used in present aircraft
radar beacon systems; i.e., the ATCRBS System. The equipment involves a
transponder on the tracked object (AN/APX-77), an interrogator at head-
quarters or central location, and an interrogator antenna (AS-1812).
Requirements for a car locator system are that it can tolerate multiple
reflections (off buildings) in its transmission path, have a maximum range
of at least 10 miles, maximum error of about 100 yards, and information
update capability of 30 seconds; (c) Medium frequency radio direction finding
system - This system would use a car-borne medium frequency transmitter turned
on for short periods by radio command from the dispatching center. Conventional
automatic radio direction finders of the type used by ships and aircraft
could then triangulate on the car to fix its position; (d) Car-borne position
com,1tation and repcrting system - Such a system would use a dead-reckoning
analyzer which would continually compute the location of the car and report
its position to the dispatching center. The analyzer would require distance-
travelled information from the odometer and direction-of-travel information
from a compass. An alternative would be to divide the patrol beat into
grids, and have the car continually update its position by the officer
punching in his grid number whenever he passed into another grid section.
A version of this system is now in use in Rome, Italy. The development of
inexpensive compasses would improve the acceptability of this system.
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: C.3

2. DEVIC[ TITLE Rapid MagriilEicati on Device for ';KAps

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I1-3,1.a, 111-3.1.a

4. DESCRI'T[ON: This is a concept for the development of a device for
rajd photographic "blow-up" of detai led municipal maps, varying in scale
fro. 1 :5Q,000 to 1:1,I000,fol lowed by inexpensive multiple copy reproduction
of the magnified area for field use. It has been estimated development
will cost $30,000).

5. STATUS: 2
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.4

2. DEVICE TITLE: Marking and Tagging Techniques

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: 1-2.a, 11-2.a, III-3.3.b, III-2.b, III-3.1.b

4. DESCRIPTION: Various techniques for marking security force personnel,
rioters, areas, vehicles and private property are listed in Table C.4.
These are used for identifying individuals, establishing ownership of
property, and locating areas of tactical interest such as landing zones.

Paints, visible dyes, and normally invisible UV fluorescent compounds are
available fcr visual identification. Odoriferous chemicals include both
odor producing compounds and chemicals which are normally odorless but
whic:, become odorous when properly activated.
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1. LJLVIC[ NUMN-R: L.5

2. DEVICL TITLE: informat ion-Recordi nrg Euipmeot

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-2.a, 1I-2.a, II-2.f

4. DESCRIPTION: Various miethods of recording information for, documentativin
of events, ident'ification, and for use as evidence in legal prosecution ary,
listed in Table C.5.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.6.1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Automotive Ground Vehicles

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-3.a, !I-3.2.a, II-3.3.a, III-3.1.b, III-3.2.a,
III-3.3.b, 111-4.2, III-4.b, IV-4.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Table C.6.1 lists a variety of special-purpose vehicles
which have been suggested for riot control applications. These are exclu-
sive of existing military vehicles.

In addition, a number of vehicle supplementary items are listed in items
8 through 13.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.6.2.1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Body Skids

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-3.a, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A skid or drag would allow a single officer to move a
body. Such a drag might consist of a heavy-gauge flexible sheet, rou-jened
on one side to adhere to *the clothes, with straps to hold the body down.
The other side could be fixed with rollers, or runners so that a single
officer could drag a body along a smooth surface. Alternatively, slings
may be used to be put around the arms just above the elbows and around the
feet at the ankles and allow two men to move a limp body. Unit cost is
estimated as $100 for skids and $15 for slings.

5. STATUS: 1
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1. DEVICL NUMBER: C.6.2.?

2. DEVICE TITLE: Ground-Effect Machines (GEM)

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: II-3.2oa, III-3.l.a, III-3.2.a, II-4.a

4. DESCRIPTION: These machines are vehicles free of surface limitations
which use a cushion of air for support and can operate in overload operations
over a wide variety of terrain. They provide increased speed and mobility
for a variety of riot control missions (e.g., sniper-detection, barrier-
scaling, airborne command post, roof-top patrols, etc.) without incurring
the high costs associated with aircraft and helicopters. The annular jet
venicle seems to have widest support and is furthest advanced in development.
State-of-Lhe-aý t operational equipment falls in the following categories:

Gross weights - 10 - 400 tons
Effective diameters - 20 - 200 feet
Operating heights - 2 - 12 feet
Forward speeds - 50 - 100 mph
Installed power - 800 - 80,000 hp

Piston and turbine aircraft engines are suitable for GEM use. For overload
operations, normal operating height ranges from 2 to 12 feet. A need exists
for development of small (1-4 ton) GEM's with high clearance (72 feet)
capability. Discharge of pressurized air may also be used to deliver tear
gas. Estimated unit cost is $50,000.

5. STATUS: 3 - Present development level of GEM considered to be more than
half-way toward an efficient, fully-operational system. Small GEM's not yet
developed to a great extent. Control system design, dynamic stability,
maneuverability, and power plant need particular attention.

Criteria for use of GEM's in riot control must be established.
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i. DEVICE NUMBER: C.6.2.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Flying Belt

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: III-4.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A turbojet-powered flying belt, being developed by Bell
Aerosystems for the Army Aviation Materiel Command and DOD-ARPA, was
flight-tested in late 1968. Power is supplied by Williams WR-19 bypass
engine, which has one of the highest thrust-to-weight ratios among domestic
engines. The belt includes a ground stand which can be retracted before flight.

Endurance of the device is several minutes and maximum range is several
miles. Clear plastic fuel tanks are located on either side of the engine
so that operator can check fuel supply. Engine is mounted with air-intake
down. Control is provided by two handlebar grips.

Development cost to date has been $3 million. Unit cost is estimated at
about $3,000.

5. STATUS: 3 - Extended testing continuing.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.7.1

2. DEVICE TITLE: Riot Injury Treatment Kits

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: III-4.b, IV-4.b

4. DESCRIPTION: These kits would include standard emergency items plus riot
control agent antidotes. Design [night be part of larger anti-riot kit stowed
in box which forms riot shields. Should be sufficiently small to be placed
in trunks of police cars so as to be readily available. Estimated development
cost is $10,000. Unit cost is $30-l00 per kit.

5. STATUS: 2

Only industrial design required.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.7.2

2. DEVICE TITLE: Mobile Medical Modules

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: 111-4.b, IV-4.b

4. DESCRIPTION: These structures are modular, compact, lightweight shelter
units and power packages which can be erected into virtually any size complex.
Self-contained, transportable medical units with short setup time, high reli-
ability and efficiency, controlled environment, and the capability of
maintaining all-weather operation have been developed by AiResearch Division
of the Garrett Corporation, Phoenix, Arizona.

Largest unit is 144 x 84 x 96 inches, weighs 4,000 to 7,000 pounds. All
elements are self-contained, skid-mounted, and can be transported on 2-1/2
ton trucks. Modules include:

Utility element - 10 KW electric power
Expandable element - laboratory, supply, surgery
Inflatable element - ward area, emergency room, other space require-

ments.

Unit cost is estimated to be $10,000 to $15,000.

5. STATUS: I
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1. DEVICL NUMBER: C.7.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Riot Control Agent Decontamination Kits

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: III-4.b, IV-4.b

4. DESCRIPTION: Premixed and prepackaged chemicals to rapidly dissolve
arid decontaminate agent CS on skin or clothing. Various aqueous solutions
containing organic and inorqanic bases and a surfactant have been shown to
be effective. In particular, solutions of 5-10% monoetlanolamise and
0.2-03.% nonionic detergent will dissolve agents CS and CSZ in cloth in
2 to 5 minutes. Volume ratio of decontaminant-to-agent is about 10:1.
Antidote pills are a possible extension of the concept. Unit cost (package)
is estimated to be $10.00.

5. STATUS: 2
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.8

2. DEVICE TITLE: Restraint & Detention Devices

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-3.a, 11-3.2,a, III-3.2.a

4. DESCRIPTION: See Table C.8.
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: C.9

2. DEVICE TITLE: Planning and Training Aids

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: I-l.a

4. DESCRIPTION: See Table C.9.
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.lO.l

2. DEVICE TITLE: Heliborne Headquarters

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: 11-3.1.a, III--3.1.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A heliborne command and control center would provide the
anti-riot commander communications with elements of his command, displays
of the overall situation, and the opportunity to observe directly sectors
requiring such attention. Estimated development cost is $200,030.

5. STATUS: 3.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.I0.2

2. DEVICE I;TLE: Refugee Kit

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: IV-4.b

4. DESCRIPTION: To provide a disaster relief kit, mainly food, somewhat
on the lines of the LWL Refugee Kit. The present kit was designed for SEA
so it would not, in its present form, lend itself to American tastes. A kit
Dased on similar concepts could be provided. Various organizations alý,eady
have disaster kits and a suitable kit might be available. Estimated costs
for development is $1 ,000.

5. STATUS: 2
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.i0.3

2. DEVICE TITLE: Kits for Rappelling Police from Helicopters to Rooftops

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: III-4.a

4. DESCRIPTION: A rappelling system will permit police to be quickly
deployed to rooftops from hovering hz'icopters. A system is available -
developed for use by the US Army for troop deployment into jungles - which
is safe and requires a minimum of training. The system consists of a
lowering device with rope, a simple body harness, and a webbing anchor
attachment to the helicopter. The helicopter webbing anchor attachment
could be adapted for the type of helicopter used. Estimated cost is $4,000
for 50 systems.

5. STATUS: 1
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I. DEVICE NUMBER: C.10.4

2. DEVICE TITLE: Scaling Cable

- 3. PROBLEM AREA CODES. Ii-4.a

4. DESCRIPTION: Scaling cable with press fittings at ladder-rung dis-
tances that can be used with hand and foot fittings for climbing from an
unanticipated direction. A special grapnel with a short length of chain
provides positive anchoring on cornices.

5. STATUS: 3 (Exists in concept stage at the USALWL.).
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1. DEVICE NUMBER: C.lO.5

2. DEVICE TITLE: Transparent-When-Wet Paints

3. PROBLEM AREA CODES: III-3.3.a

4. DESCRIPTION: PPG Industries has patented a paint which becomes trans-
parent when wet and is opaque to light in dry form. The concept may be
useful as a camouflaging or disorienting one in riot situations. Patrol
cars and riot-control equipment may be painted with it, No cost information
is available.

5. STATUS: 2
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APPENDIX A

EXPEDIITED NONSTANDARD URGENT REQUIREMENTS FOR 0O11MENT i4SI !,E)

1. Reference is liade to:

a. AR 71-1, Anny Combat Developments, dtd 16 Sep 68.

b. Message, DA 969156, DTG 141621Z Jun 68, Subject. Expediting
Requirements for Counter Civil Distdrbance Equipment.

2. DA has established a procedure (ENSURE) whereuy Army component com-
manders and chiefs of Anmy sections of MAAG's and missions, when specif-
ically designated by DA (ACSFOR), are authorized to forward direct to DA,
ATTN: ACSFOR, qualitative and quantitative requirements for new Or non-
standard materiel which is urgently required to support active combat or
stability operations (reference la). DA has authorized USACONARC to use
the ENSURE procedure for equipment and materiel required for riot control
and for, countering civil disturbances (reference Ib). DCS Military Opera-
tions and Reserve Forces - Plans Division - Domestic Affairs Branch
(ATOPS-PL-DOM) has tne USCONARC responsibility for establishing those
materiel requirements and initiating ENSURE requests for these items. LTC
M. J. Enmel, AUTOVON 555-3900, Extension 4265, is currently the action
officer for ATOPS-PL-DOM.

3. This appendix is intended to familiarize the reader with the DA ENSURE
program. The ENSURE program provides a means for applicable CONUS Army
subordinate commands/agencies to obtain materiel items listed in the cat-
alog which are required for riot control and for controlling civil distur-
Dances.

4. ENSURE requests can be initiated for three purposes:

a. Expedite development of new materiel.

b. Acquisition of nonstandard items for evaluation.

c. Acquisition oF nonstandard items for operational use.

Per AR 71-1, requirements will be submitced to USCONARC in accorance with
the inclosed format. It will contain, as a minimum, the following infor-
lklti on :

a. A statement that the requirement is an ENSURE action under the pro-
visions of AR 71-1.

b. A brief description of the requirements, problem area, and concept
of employment.

c, A brief description of the itemn, if known, and abbreviated per-
formance characteristics.
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APPENDIX A

EXPEDITED NONSTANDARD UGENT REEqUIREMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT (ENSURE)

1. Reference is made to:

a. AR 71-1, Army Combat Developments, dtd 16 Sep 68.

b. Message, DA 969156, DTG 141621Z Jun 68, Subject: Expediting
Requirements for Counter Civil Disturbance Equipment.

2. DA has established a procedure (ENSURE) whereby Army component com-
manders and chiefs of Army sections of MAAG's and missions, when specif-
icaly designated by DA (ACSFOR), are authorized to forward direct to DA,
ATTN: ACSFOR, qualitative and quantitative requirements for new or non-
standard materiel which is urgently required to support active combat or
stability operations (reference la). DA has authorized USACONARC to use
the ENSURE procedure for equipment and materiel required for riot control
and for countering civil disturbances (reference lb). DCS Military Opera-
tions and Reserve Forces - Plans Division - Domestic Affairs Branch
(ATOPS-PL-DOM) has the USCONARC responsibility for establishing these
materiel requirements and initiating ENSURE requests for these items. LTC
M. J. Emmel, AUTOVON 555-3900, Extension 4265, is currently the action
officer for ATOPS-PL-DOM.

3. This appendix is intended to familiarize the reader with the DA ENSURE
program. The ENSURE program provides a means for applicable CONUS Army
subordinate commands/agencies to obtain materiel items listed in the cat-
alog which are required for riot control and for controlling civil distur-
bances.

4. ENSURE requests can be initiated for three purposes:

a. Expedite development of new materiel.

b. Acquisition of nonstandard items for evaluation.

c. Acquisition of nonstandard items for operational use.

Per AR 71-1, requirements will be submitted to USCONARC in accorance with
the inclosed format. It will contain, as a minimum, the following infor-
mati on :

a. A statement that the requirement is an ENSURE action under the pr2-
visions of AR 71-1.

b. A brief description of the requirements, problem area, and concept
of employment.

c. A brief description of the item, if known, and abbreviated per-
formance characteristics.
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d. Type forces and organizations requiring the materiel, e.g., U. S.
Amy (Active), Li. S. Army (Reserve), or U. S. Amy National Guard Forces.

e. Development or procurement objective (for evaluation purposes

or full operational employment).

f. Approximate quantity required and basis oi issue.

g. Personnel support required.

h. Requirement for trained operator and maintenance personnel.

i. Logistical support required.

j. Desired delivery date.

k. Issue priority designator of using unit(s) (See AR 725-50).

1 Incl
Appendix F of AR 71-1
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16 September 1968 AR 71-1

APPENDIX F

ENSURE REQUEST FORMAT

SUBJECT: State the definitive nomenclattire of the item being requested
followed by the acronym (ENSURE). Upon receipt by DA (ACSFOR), a
sequential number will be assigned to each individual request and will be used
for ready identification in all subsequent correspondence.
REFERENCES: List all appropriate references.

1. Statement of request (In order for the Department of the Army to
thoroughly and properly evaluate an ENSURE request, arrive at a, sound de-
cision as to its validity, and determine the materiel item best suited to fulfill
the request, certain information nmust be provided by the requestor in the initial
statement of the requirement. Stated ENSURE requests will include all in-
formation required below, if available and appropriate, and will conform to
the prescribed sequential paragraph listing. Paragraph titles may be omitted
in electrically transmitted message.9 unless titles are considered essential to
clarity. Information required is to be of sufficient depth to minimize the flow
of subsequent qualifying message traffic which unduly delays the processing
of the request.)

a. State, "This is a new ENSURE request."
b. Describe briefly the materiel item in sufficient detail to identify the item

by name, nomenclature, or required characteristics. Where prototype of item
has been built, tested, and found saitisfactory, list all components and quantity
of each required to make up one item (e.g., armament subsystems to arm one
helicopter). Where components are now used in a standard item, describe by
FSN the standard item. Where components are not standard and have been
designed in-theater, forward copies of drawings to DA, AMC, and/or appro-
priate NICP.
2. Operational concept. a. Describe briefly the associated problem and explain
the conditions which have generated the ENSURE request. Include a discussion
of the enemy threat and the means currently available and being used to meet
the threat.

b. Discuss the operational concept envisioned to employ the requested item.
As much as can be developed, consider and el aborate on known and/or predicted
changes which will probably have to be incorporated in the tactics of normally
supported or supporting unit (s).
3. Organizational concept. a. State whether item is for evaluation or for full
operational use.

b. Identify the military forces which will use the ENSURE item (Army
element of U.S., Indigenous, or FWMF).

c. For items requested for full operational use, list types of organizations
which will use the new equipment by identifying the specific authorization
documents (TOE/MTOE or TDA/MTDA) which will be used to reflect appro-
priate organizational, personnel, and equipment changes when and if the
ENSURE item is issued. Furtlher, state proposal for documentation of the
requirement in ,accordance with AR 310-31. AR 310-44, and AR 310-40.
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ti. For iloin.ý requ~ested for evaluation, list specific -ilt wvIlch will evahln-
:Iti' tuile (N1liplieluet. Siuc itemls, will be listed in the property book of the unit
eoridliviigii thle evaluait ion. Upon compulet ion of tile evaluat ion to determine
OperatIIionali acceptabl~ity vOf the item), proposedt Change's to aulthorizationl docu-
nilents will lie sul~iblittedl as prescribied in c above, and AR 310-31 (for TOE)
or A R :1 1W-19 (for 'rDA).

Subimit. it entative basis of issue plan (TBOT) (sAee. AR 7 1-2).
I.List anticipated tradle-offs of equipment and/or personnel and submlit.

proploseti plan for documenting chan~nge'S in allowance made excess when and if
lit, E.N.liRE, itemn is issuled.
.1. Logistical aspects, a. State qunantity of end items and ancillary equipmenit
requ ired.

b,. '-,ate Desire Delivery Dates, including phiasing.
r. St ale recommended logistical support requirements to include initial

sxvlaz-e I-evel and(, tvhere applicable. reconmmecnded daily usage rate (e.g., items
per' day. rounds per d.iL'. nilileS wr day).

t1. lDescrihe additional logistical support required, i.e., nainutenance suipport.
act i-i ties, : special tools: puibi icat biots techic ial ad (Visers; spceial Ipacka gilg, "aind
other itemls decilied apprdpriat C.

Statc propoSal fov doeii ueiitat ion of the requireeniit (Alt 310-1,A
310-) 1. Alt 310-1l).

i. Si ate shippilng inistruciionls to include exact designation of recipit-
ent (s) and special handling iniformnation to be contlained in aceoinpamying
Iocil~iiictmtat ioll.

5. Justification. a. D)escribe the shortcomings of any existing standard item
whichi hias been supplied or is available to meet the same or a similar requirement.

h. 1)eszribe tilt expeeted incriease in effectiveness to he g-ained through use.
of the ENSURE item of equipment and !how it will miake a significant conl-
tribution: to countering anl enemyv threat or nieeting anl existing need.
6. Feasibility. Describe and identify any known commercial, other service
Government agency, or de-velopimental item which it is considlered will fulfill
the proposed requiiremient. Tnielude any recoimnnilded miodifications or special
considleratiolns aupplicable to the item identified. Requestors shouild allow for
alternative equipinent which may be available from souroes other thani those
knowin to the requestor.
7. Priority. Indicate recommended Issue Priority Designator (IPD).
S. Characteristics, a. List specific requiremients (if not adequately stated else-
where) to permit clear understanding of the features that 'are essential to accept-
anice of the itemi being requestedl. List also those features that are considered
desirable.

b. Describe physical chmaracter'ist ics, to include: weighit, size; muobilityv
limitations; configuiration; dlurability ; environmental factors which imust be
considlered; and requirement. for compatibility with other systems.
9. Personnel and training considerations. a. D~escribe personnel imipact (inl-
crease or decrease over present 1 )ers~onnel, mtcI md ing opera tional, logistical, and
adlminisl ratiWe persomiiil).

b. Describe t raining considerat ion)s evol ving from use of the now equ ipmllent.
(1) Describe special training that will be needed in connectionL with

operation or maintenance of the equipment. State where and by whomn this
trainiing will b'e conduictedl.
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(2) Sthe t rained replacewent personnel requirements if any.

10. Associated considerations. Include:
a. Basic plan for evahntion of the materiel.
b. Estimated period of evaluation required.

E. Est imated t hne reqqu i red I o es A)bl ish reliable logist i01 I CxIperienoe factors.
d. Any other in format ion which will ()lti'it e to a correct uflelrtatding

of the requirement and related factors.
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APPENDIX B

PERSONNEL INVOLVED WITH VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THIS RIOT CONTROL STUDY EFFOR1

NAME ORGANIZATION

Abbott, A. CINFAC
Adams, B., Dr. BAARINC
Barone, F. RACIC
Blewett, MAJ PMO - USCONARC
Campbell, D. USALWL
Christodouluu, A. Dr. BAARINC
Dame, H. CINFAC
Dingeman, D., COL PMO - USCONARC
Dunleavy, J. RACIC
Egner, D. USALWL
Eninel , M., LTC DESOPS-PL USCONARC
Gage, H. USALWL
Goddard, S. RACIC
Hastirgs, W., LTC USALWL
Hucek, H. RACIC
Jackson, R. RACIC
Jones, A. CINFAC - Dept of Justice
Jones, W. RACIC
Jureidini, P. CINFAC
Light, H. FBI
Lutz, G., Dr. RACIC
M1ays. L. Dept of Justice
McNiell, J. USALWL
Pierne, A. USALWL
Price, J. CINFAC
Roellke, L'. CINFAC
Rni g, D., MAJ USALWL
Rosenthal, C., Dr. CINFAC
Rudziak, COL USACDCMPA
Salmon, R., GEN (Ret) BAARINC
Samuels, U. USALWL
Shelton, R., Dr. USALWL
Sheriff, COL USAMC
Sherman, R. BAARIiJC
Sinaiko, H., Dr. IDA
Stowell, J. CINFAC
Thomas, R , LTC OCR.D
Under, J. RACIC
Watson, F. CINFAC
Williams, L. RACIC
Wyler, L. RACIC
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